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to an artist known as Theophanes the Greek. Here, too, the
Byzantine origin of these paintings is unquestionable; they
afford another instance of the astonishing vitality and
prestige of Byzantine art in its last phase*
Once again it was in the capital of the Empire that this
last great movement in Byzantine art seems to have origi-
nated. At that time there was a brilliant school of art in
Constantinople; many of its works have survived to testify
to its excellence. From it, doubtless, were derived the two
great currents into which the movement diverged, which
have been called the Macedonian and the Cretan schools.
Each of them had its own distinctive character. The former,
open to both Eastern and Italian influence, owes to the East
its realistic and dramatic style and the arrangement of the
composition in long unbroken friezes, while from Italy came
the tender feeling shown in certain gestures and the emotion
expressed by certain attitudes, such as those of the Virgin
Mother caressing the Holy Child or fainting at the foot of
the Cross, or in the details of the grievous story of the
Passion. Yet beneath this discreet borrowing the Byzantine
foundation is always apparent. In the origin of its master
artists as well as by the nature of its themes this Macedonian
school descends from Byzantium. It is marked by a broad
and spirited technique, definitely characteristic of fresco
painting.
By contrast the Cretan school was truer to Byzantine
idealism. While not despising the graceful or the pic-
turesque, it was remarkable rather for its lucidity, restraint,
and aristocratic quality, which bear witness to its high ideal
of distinction. It was characterized also by great technical
skill. Its art was the refined and scholarly art of painters of
easel pieces and subtle icons. Like the Macedonian school
it had a profound knowledge of colour, which it applied with
even greater skill and refinement, playing on the scale of
tones and combining tone-values into exquisite harmonies.
It would seem probable that it sprang directly from the
school that flourished at Constantinople and that it learned
there the traditions of the imperial city.
During nearly three centuries these two great schools
shared in guiding the course of art throughout Eastern

